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Residual Inflation Sensitivity
Oil Services Not Participating in the Production Boom
Looming Fed Pause and Key Investment Themes

INFLATION CORNER: Residual Inflation Seasonality
While headline YoY CPI has fallen sharply due to the drop in oil prices, Core CPI has been more stable,
currently sitting at 2.2%, the ninth consecutive YoY print between 2.1%-2.4%. That stability could be
understating some recent strength, however - strength that could show through early in the new year.
In recent years, Core Goods prices have risen quickly at the start of the year, and at an even faster pace than
recent trends. Seasonal adjustment factors have shifted higher to capture this trend, but they haven’t kept
up with the move, such that even the seasonally-adjusted prints have moved steadily higher.
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The trend has been particularly acute in apparel, where more aggressive holiday discounting has led prices
lower in November and December, only to see them quickly rebound higher in the new year.
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Apparel's Increasing Seasonal Split
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As markets analyze the December CPI data later this week, they likely won’t appreciate that inflation
headwinds have suppressed the recent data – headwinds that have shifted to tailwinds with the turn in the
calendar.

COMMODITIES & EQUITIES: Oil Services Not Participating in the Production Boom
In 2018, the US officially became world’s largest oil producer according to US government data (behind
Russia and Saudi Arabia).
The story behind the country’s growth in production is well known in the investment world: efficient oil
fracking production techniques and a receptive high-yield bond market enabled US energy companies to
boost production. This narrative should imply a vibrant North American oil services sector.
However, in the chart below, we show the stock graphs for:
•
•
•
•

The largest two US publicly-trade North America focused oil services companies by market cap
(Helmerich and Payne, and Patterson UTI Energy),
The VanEck Vectors Oil Services ETF (Ticker: OIH),
SPDR S&P Oil and Gas Equipment & Services ETF (Ticker: XES); and finally,
The US Department of Energy US oil production data.

As one can see, despite the rise in production, the equity market has been pricing in an increasing dismal
outlook for this sector since 2014. This perhaps reflects an overcapacity in oil service focused firms overall in
the US.
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Looking ahead, we expect oil production in the US to be sustained at the current production levels, but we
think eventually we will witness industry consolidation and corporate restructuring within the US-focused
energy services industry.

THEN & NOW: The Looming Fed Pause and Key Investment Themes
The Fed rate hike cycle that started in December 2015 is slowly coming to an end after eight 25bps hikes. A
new era in US monetary policy is upon us. That’s what the rates markets are telling us at least.
Since November 2018 short-term Fed expectations have been downgraded significantly. As can be seen in
the chart on the left, the 1-mo forward OIS rate in 21-mo jumped 100bps between Jan-Nov but declined by
almost 75 bps in the last two months. This translates, in Fed Funds Target Rate terms, from two more 25bps
hikes in the next two years to the possibility of no move in 2019 (flat part of the red line) and a small cut in
2020, a major dovish shift in market sentiment.
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Significant Fed Re-pricing in 2018
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Without getting into what Fed should do in coming quarters we thought it would be instructive to show how
major assets performed the last time Fed ended its rate hike cycle (June 06-June 07) and share our thoughts:
•
June 2006-June 2007 was generally a good period for
global equities, continuation of the trend in 05-06 rally.
However, the S&P underperformed the EM and DM ex-US
equities large margin. General dollar weakness played a role
in the S&P’s significant underperformance.
•
Spread sectors generally did well during the 06-07
pause with the exception of US investment grade bonds. EM
local currency debt returned 25%, outperforming hard
currency and US HY debt. Both yield compression and
currency appreciation contributed.
•
US Treasuries rallied, the yield curve steepened, and
10-Yr breakevens tightened during the pause, all opposite of
what happened one year before the pause.
Investment themes we think could perform well, in case the
Fed pauses in 2019, are long EM bonds & FX, general USD
weakness, flatter US yield curve, long US duration vs. Europe,
and long global equities vs. the US.
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For more information on any of the data, trends, or trading strategies in this piece, or to discuss how New
Century Advisors might help your fixed income allocation, please contact Leigh Talbot, CFA, Director of
Client Relations at 240-395-0012 and ltalbot@ncallc.com

Important Disclosures:
PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT AN INDICATOR OF FUTURE RESULTS.
Forward looking statements: Any projections, forecasts and estimates contained herein are forward looking
statements and are based upon certain assumptions that New Century Advisors considers
reasonable. Projections are necessarily speculative in nature, and it can be expected that some or all of the
assumptions underlying the projections will not materialize or will vary significantly from actual results.
Accordingly, the projections are only an estimate. Actual results may vary from the projections, and the
variations may be material. Some important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from
those in any forward looking statements include changes in interest rates, market, financial or legal
uncertainties, the timing of acquisitions of the underlying assets, the timing and frequency of defaults on the
underlying assets, amongst others. Consequently, the inclusion of projections herein should not be
regarded as a representation by the manager of the results that will actually be achieved. New Century
Advisors, LLC has no obligation to update or otherwise revise any projections, including any revisions to
reflect changes in economic conditions or other circumstances arising after the date hereof or to reflect the
occurrence of unanticipated events, even if the underlying assumptions do not come to fruition. The
securities listed in New Perspectives are not to be considered recommendations or an offer to buy or sell
securities and are being used as illustrations only. Past performance is not an indicator of future results.
There is no guarantee that the investment objective of the strategy will be achieved. Index returns reflect
the reinvestment of income dividends and capital gains, if any, but do not reflect fees, brokerage
commissions or other expenses of investing. One cannot invest directly in an index. CLIENTS MUST BE
PREPARED TO BEAR THE RISK OF A TOTAL LOSS OF THEIR INVESTMENT. THE THEMES AND STRATEGIES
HEREIN ARE NOT TO BE CONSTRUED AS RECOMMENDATIONS. THEY ARE FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES
ONLY AND SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
Data provided by New Century Advisors, LLC, Bloomberg and BLS. NCA does not guarantee or warrant the
accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of third party provided information and is not responsible for any
errors or omissions. The discussion of any investments in this presentation is for illustrative purposes only
and there is no assurance that the adviser will make any investments with the same or similar characteristics
as any investments presented. The investments identified and described do not represent all of the
investments purchased or sold for client accounts. The representative investments discussed were selected
based on a number of factors including, investment process and subject matter applicability. The reader
should not assume that an investment identified was or will be profitable.
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The information contained in this email or document may not be reproduced or provided to others without
the prior written permission of New Century Advisors, LLC. The information provided is neither an offering
nor a solicitation of an offering for any securities. Nothing contained herein shall constitute any
representation or warranty as to future performance.
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